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A home is a collection of memories. 

It’s a form of self-expression. 

It’s who you are.

 

To show you who Olapic really is, we 

invite you to see where we live. We 

understand how much pride your 

customers take in their homes, because 

we take just as much in ours. And we 

hope that showing you our own, unique 

spaces will demonstrate why real images 

can help make real connections with 

your audience.

WHAT 
MAKES A

HOME?



LIVING ROOM



LIVING ROOM Olahomes by Olapic

Our living room is not only 
the center of our home, 
it’s the center of our lives. 
The open plan connects it 
with the kitchen, bedroom 
and dining area… And 
because life gets crazy, we 
kept the space minimalistic 
- whites, woods and some 
plants for color!

Rob Kingdon
BRAND STRATEGIST

London, United Kingdom



DINING ROOM



I love that everything in my dining room has a place, 
a purpose and a story, from the fairy lights to the 

Indonesian cupboard I bought at a garage sale. 
What makes it special is that my home reflects my 

family’s history just as much, if not more, than my own 
personal style.

Ana Manrique
SENIOR CREATIVE DIRECTOR

New York City, United States
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BEDROOM



My boyfriend built the bedside 
lamp himself, and we bought the 
rest of our bedroom furniture to 
complement it. While our room 
is small, we think the unique 
touches make it perfect. It’s not 
about having a big space, it’s about 
making the best of what you have. 

Marah Kaiser
ACCOUNT MANAGER

London, United Kingdom
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KITCHEN



Our breakfast bar makes it easy for my girlfriend and I to 
spend time together without the formality of a sit-down 

meal - something that makes sense for our lifestyle. 
Our home is open, and we love having the space to 

breathe combined with beautiful London views.

Sam Hegedus
DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 

London, United Kingdom
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BATHROOM



To me, my bathroom embodies relaxation. 
My architect, Maria Elena MacGregor Sevilla, included 

lots of soft, approachable pieces to complement the 
room’s sharp angles like the stone sink, off-white candles, 

and of course, the gorgeous freestanding tub.

Rachel Meranus
CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER

New York City, United States
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STUDY



My colorful study has all the things I couldn’t live 
without: Markers, notebooks, a sturdy lamp, my art fair 

flip book, dinosaur erasers, and the wooden box my mom 
brought me from Cuba. There are many spaces in my 

house, but my desk is where I feel most at home.

Carolina Rodriguez
LEAD ANIMATOR

Córdoba, Argentina
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OUTSIDE SPACE



While this is my grandfather’s home, I used to come here 
almost everyday after school to sit with him on the patio. 
We used to pretend we lived in the jungle and play hide 

and seek behind the plants.

Ramiro Castro
BACKEND ENGINEER

Córdoba, Argentina
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